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Suyitno Suyitno:

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Public Health of
Indonesia, "Identification of Coliform bacteria content in ‘Thai Tea’
drinks and Correlation with Hygiene Factors in the Municipality of
Yogyakarta, Indonesia".

Our decision is: Revisions Required

See the comments at the bottom of this email.
Due for resubmission: 1 March 2021.

Ramadhan Tosepu, SKM, M.Kes, PhD
Faculty of Public Health, University of Halu Oleo, Indonesia
indonesianpublichealth@gmail.com

-------

Reviewer A:

This is a good study. Some points to consider, especially in the methods
part. Please check the guideline carefully and change the methods part with
subheadings accordingly:

Methods should be structured, including:

Study design

Setting

Sample/Participants

Instrument

Intervention

Data analysis

Ethical consideration

Study design

Identify the specific research design used: for example, correlational,
experimental, quasi-experimental, cross-sectional, longitudinal study

Setting
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When and where the study was conducted.

Sample/Participants

Identify the sampling strategy/strategies used: random; stratified;
convenience; purposive (state what purpose).
Identify the inclusion and exclusion criteria. For example, ‘The inclusion
criteria were…’, ‘The exclusion criteria were…’ Explain how
participants were recruited.
Identify the size of the sample (and the population, if appropriate). Report
the sample size calculation, or power analysis, if appropriate; if not
appropriate or not undertaken, provide another type of justification for the
sample size.

Instrument

Clearly state the information whether you develop, adopt, adapt or modify
the instrument
Clearly state the validity and reliability of the instrument
Clearly state the name of instrument including its citation and reference
Explain briefly the type of instrument, its scale and how to use it
If translation has been required from the original language, please explain
the procedures used to maintain validity of translated tools

Data analysis

Describe the techniques used to analyse the data, including computer
software used, if appropriate. For example, ‘SPSS version X was used to
analyse the data. Analysis of variance techniques were used to test the
hypotheses.’

Ethical consideration

Identify any particular ethical issues that were attached to this research.
Provide a statement of ethics committee approval. Do not name the university
or other institution from which ethics committee approval was obtained;
state only that ethics committee approval was obtained from a university
and/or whatever other organisation is relevant.
Explain any other approvals obtained, for example, local site arrangements
to meet research governance requirements. If, according to local
regulations, no formal ethical scrutiny was required or undertaken, please
state this.
The complete name of the institution and approval number should be stated in
the title page.

----

Reviewer B:

The authors just need to follow the guideline carefully. The content is
good, and method is appropriate.

Also, check the format of abstract, citation and reference carefully.

Some typos are still found. Please check carefully.
________________________________________________________________________
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Suyitno Suyitno:

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Public Health of
Indonesia, "Identification of Coliform bacteria content in ‘Thai Tea’
drinks and Correlation with Hygiene Factors in the Municipality of
Yogyakarta, Indonesia".

Our decision is to: Accept

The post-acceptance steps are as follows:

1. You must complete the copyright form and title page, and send to
indonesianpublichealth@gmail.com.
2. You need to pay Article Processing Charge of your article and send the
proof of payment to indonesianpublichealth@gmail.com
3. Your manuscript files will be checked, ready for the production process.
4. You will receive copyediting request which should be checked thoroughly
and returned promptly.
5. You will receive final proof of your article which should be checked
thoroughly and returned promptly.
6. Your article will be published open access on the journal website in the
upcoming issue.

We appreciate your interest in the Journal, and we look forward to
publishing your work.

Ramadhan Tosepu, SKM, M.Kes, PhD
----

Article Publication: 1000000.00 (IDR)

Account for payment:

Name : PUBLIC HEALTH OF INDONESIA
Acount Number : 7452-01-009124-53-4
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IBAN : BRINIDJA
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